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ABSTRACT
Freight performance measures (FPMs) assist transportation agencies with evaluation of
(freight) transportation systems. These measures (e.g., congestion, mobility and reliability) can
provide information about the transportation system and help determine if any improvements
have to be made. Recent advances of Global Positioning System (GPS) devices have helped
transportation agencies, practitioners, and researchers obtain more precise information regarding
truck travel patterns. Information gathered from these devices can include attributes of data for
example X and Y coordinates, time stamp, heading, spot speed, and a truck identifier, but it can
also include more measures.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The Nation's 117 million households, 7.4 million business establishments, and 89,500
governmental units are part of an enormous economy that demands the efficient movement of
freight. While the U.S. economy has been affected by an economic downturn, it is expected to
recover and continue to grow. Long-term economic growth will result in even greater demand
for freight transportation (US DOT, 2011). It is vital to understand freight demand to analyze
current and future freight transportation capacity. Availability of up to time freight transportation
data is important to develop more accurate freight transportation models, which can be helpful
for transportation agencies to make better decisions. Some major sources of national freight
transportation data are Commodity Flow Survey, Commodity Flow Survey Microdata, Freight
Analysis Framework and Highway Statistics, these data sources can help government, businesses
and consumers to make better decisions on their shipments, where to locate a facility or to make
investments. Information technologies and telecommunications have improved freight system
efficiency and productivity, increased global connectivity, and enhance freight system security
against common threats and terrorism (US DOT, 2011).
The main objectives of this study are:


Review the existing practices of using truck GPS data to evaluate performance of busy
freight corridors;



Develop algorithms to process GPS truck data and estimate FPMs;



Evaluate TN state freight corridors with a particular focus on travel time and flow;



Provide performance indicators for freight facilities in state of TN;



Analyze truck tip traveling patterns;
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Provide data to support development, calibration, and validation of TN State and MPO
travel demand models.
The scope of this study is to extend on the works of Boile and Golias (2008), Johnson

(2013), and Flaskou (2016) and develop/estimate/calculate FPMs that can contribute to the
effective evaluation of freight transportation systems.
The contributions of the proposed research included following: 1) Apply link based and
trip based algorithm, developed by Dr. Maxim Dulebenets, Dr. Mihalis Golias, Maria Flasko, Dr.
Sabyasachee Mishra, using Python programming language to create ArcGIS toolboxes with
added option to process GPS data by time of day, in order to estimate FPMs by time of day for
freight corridors of transportation network and truck trips by time of day between traffic analysis
zones; and 2) Apply truck parking, congested lane miles and hours of delay methodology
developed by Khademul Haque, Dr. Mihalis Golias, Dr. Sabyasachee Mishra, to develop
algorithms and ArcGIS toolboxes, using Python programming language, in order to estimate
hourly truck volumes by time of day on and in the vicinity of truck parking areas, hours of delay
and levels of congested lane miles for major truck freight corridors.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The Scope of the literature review is to identify studies that used GPS data to evaluate
traffic conditions at freight corridors and methodologies used for data processing, catalog
common FPMs used by researches and practitioners, identify possible errors caused by GPS
devices, and survey methodologies that can capture information regarding truck stops for
delivery, refueling, rest, etc. The Literature review is classified into 3 categories: 1) link TT
(LTT) – travel time is computed for a link; 2) trip TT (TTT) – travel time is calculated for a trip,
and 3) Truck Parking – methodologies used to capture truck rest area occupancy. As most FPMs
are derived from average TT, travel time was used as main criteria for classification of FPMs
into trip based or link based.
Link Travel Time Focus (LTT)
Jones et al. (2005) presented a study to explore methods and approaches to measure
freight performance on nation’s highways. Authors identified freight significant corridors by
weighing corridors against each other by usage, appropriateness of tracking freight and
identification those that have flow interruption issues. Through ATRI partnership the highest
truck volume cities were determined using collection of real-time location transmissions. After
the determination of corridors, a review of data collection technologies was conducted. Data
collection methods were analyzed using Satellite-Based Systems, Terrestrial Wireless Systems,
Hybrid Systems, On-Board Systems, and Fixed Site Systems. From all five technology
categories, Continuous Flow Technology and Data Burst Technology showed the best
combination of geographic and temporal coverage, density of observations, usability of data
formats, and cost-effectiveness for collecting information on truck movements along corridors.
The Alpha test was performed to associate vehicle identification/location with highway segment
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geo-positions; to calculate average vehicles speeds and remove that could negatively impact
accuracy of speed estimation. The main objective of Beta test was to develop to develop truck
speed calculating tool, to refine data processing. In the end of study, authors created map for five
significant corridors to show average travel speeds over 3-month period.
Quiroga and Bullock (1998) proposed a GPS-GIS methodology to perform studies to
estimate travel time. GPS data was collected from three metropolitan areas in Louisiana, LA
(i.e., Baton Rouge, Shreveport, and New Orleans). Developed spatial and mathematical model
used short highway segments of 0.2 The data collections was performed using GPS receivers
that would record time and speed every second. Study has concluded that median speeds
represent better traffic flow conditions that mean speeds. The analysis also showed that shorter
GPS sampling periods (1-2s) have minimized the errors of travel speed estimation. Highways
were separated into segments, and LTT was calculated for each segment.
Storey and Holtom (2003) processed and analyzed GPS data for West Midlands highway
and computed link travel time and link travel speeds. GPS tracker recorded information in
regular intervals of 60 seconds. GPS data points generally can be located within in 10 meters of
its true geographic location, but in urban areas the precision can vary up to 60 meters, which can
lead to high degree of uncertainty. Initially 50% of data were rejected, but due to improved
procedure 80 % of data was successfully fitted. Twenty percent 20% of data were removed as the
GPS coordinates did not fall within the network. Network links were divided in section of
approximate 50 meters of length. For each section it was assumed that average speeds between
two consecutive GPS data points were the same. The journey times for links, were calibrated,
and results demonstrated an acceptable accuracy. The analysis of journey speeds indicated the
existence of congestion issues at major junctions of links, leading to the city center.
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Ando and Taniguchi (2006) developed a model for calibration of vehicle routing and
scheduling problems with time windows (VRPTW-P) with uncertainty of travel times. Vehicle
data of travel times were obtained from usual operation of pickup-delivery trucks in South Osaka
area. Condition included for running the model that vehicle is allowed to make multiple routes
per day, each customer must be assigned to exactly one route of a vehicle and all the goods from
each customer must be loaded on the vehicle at the same time, the total weight of the goods for a
route must not exceed the capacity of the vehicle, vehicle should be operated within the
designated time of operation, for instance from 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M. Developed minimizes the total
cost of link travel time and assigns penalties to early arrivals and delays to customers for
requested time window. Truck arrival times were assumed to follow a normal distribution.
Regression analysis was performed for maximum, minimum and average travel times and link
distance. Results from running the model showed that average of total cost was reduced by 4.1%
and the standard deviation was reduced by 75.1%.
Schofield and Harrison (2007) emphasized the lack of focus on freight performance
measures and showed how important are FPMs for US Department of Transportation (DOT),
State DOTs, and various transportation agencies. These authors reviewed current practices of
freight performance measures in U.S., performed detailed study and recommended development
of FPMs for Texas. Five steps of performance-based planning to develop FPMs were introduced
in the detailed study for Texas. GPS record data for 2005 was obtained from ATRI and was used
for this study. Schofield and Harrison noticed accuracy problems of the GPS system; the data
points can have error up to 1/4 of mile. The alpha and beta tests of the study were performed, and
it was assumed that due to the standard hourly polling of trucks, a 50-mile minimum
segmentation of the highway is necessary. For each segment travel time, travel speed and travel
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time index was estimated. The report provided distribution of hourly truck traffic. Future
research directions included comparison of the actual speed with the free-flow speed for each
segment, estimating FPMs for highway corridors in case of non-recurring congestion.
Liao (2008) compared the average speed calculations for two ATRI FPM database
systems: the GIS – based system and the Structured Query Language (SQL) – based system. The
first system used GIS environment, but the second replaced geo-database with an SQL database.
The GIS-based system allowed separation of a highway into segments with minimum size of 10
miles. The minimum segment size for the SQL-based system was 3-miles. It was found that
smaller segments improved accuracy of average speed estimation. Liao underlined the
importance of trip filtering parameters and projection algorithms. The GIS-based system
employed a ¼ mile radius search method, while the SQL-based system used more complex
snapping algorithm. Several deficiencies of the SQL-based system were mentioned (e.g.,
duplication of data in tables). According to the report, the ideal FPM system should include the
SQL-server, capable to process data from external applications and visualize performance
measures using a GIS - based software.
Liao (2009) used available truck automatic vehicle location data from ATRI to analyze
freight activity along I-94/I-90. He compared variations of truck speed and travel time to identify
potential freight bottleneck and forecast freight demand. The analysis of freight corridors were
used truck speed, volume TT reliability, truck stops, truck stop durations. Results showed that
average speeds declined in areas close to Chicago with speeds from 55 mph to 50 mph and
lower. Liao also identified the needs of local highway infrastructure improvements to sustain the
growing freight demand. The westbound traffic between St. Paul and Madison had higher speed
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standard deviation than the eastbound traffic. A significant speed standard deviation and the
average speed reduction were observed on I-90 toll highway closer to Chicago.
McCormack (2009) described how GPS data was used to improve performance of the
Washington State (WA) freight network. LTT and its reliability were chosen as performance
measures. The data was collected from various vendors. GPS records were received with
frequencies, varying from vendor to vendor (every 30 seconds, every half-mile, every 15 min,
etc.). Truck performances were measured by using range of percentile travel times on roadway
segments. McCormack provided an algorithm that would define origin and destination of each
trip, using stop time, travel distance, GPS signal quality, and location of travel. McCormack also
stated that issues that may arise using GPS data are that many measures depend on having large
volumes of truck data, how to know truck types/sizes, and privacy issues. It was highlighted that
some GPS points were removed as they provided erroneous data. In some cases truck
information was known only every 15 min. The author concluded that truck GPS data could be
very useful for public agencies to evaluate conditions of busy freight corridors and to identify
bottlenecks.
The Washington Department of Transportation (2011) provided a bottleneck
identification process to find sections of Washington’s roadways that perform poorly for trucks
and then development of quantitate measures that allow bottlenecks to be ranked and compared.
Bottleneck identification and ranking process included segment the state roadway network,
adding attribute information to the segment, geo- locate the trucks (snapped 50 feet from
roadway center) and finally location of roadway bottlenecks. In order to locate bottleneck
roadway GPS spot travel speeds were average and reliability was quantified overtime. WSDOT
stated that this process is valid if there is a minimum of 100 trucks per segment. After roadway
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segment with enough reads have been identified, an identification process of travel reliability
was started. Reliability of each segment was divided in three categories: reliably slow, reliably
fast, and unreliable. Once bottlenecks have been identified on the basis of reliability different
measures of ranking are applied. During four time periods of day average speed calculation for
each segment were done. Different time periods are measured equally and reflect the overall
performance. Four criteria were developed for prioritizing bottleneck segments for further
improvements: 1) average speed; 2) truck speed below the congestion threshold (60% of posted
speed limit); and 3) Geographic Areas and Freight and Goods Transportation Systems (FGTS)
Categories.
Chien et al. (2011) estimated link and path TT, variability of TT by departure time of the
day and days of the week for 18 New Jersey highway corridors. The data was collected from
GPS devices, installed into different vehicles, traveling along considered highways between
October 8, 2007 and April 21, 2008 from 6.15 am to 8.15 am during weekdays. The buffer index
(BI) and 95th TT percentile were calculated for each route. Results indicated that the majority of
the NJ routes follow a shifted log-normal path travel time distribution. For each route the buffer
index was estimated utilizing the 95th percentile travel time, which provides a comparative
measure on the predictability of the corresponding arrival time to a motorist’s destination. The
impact of incidents on path travel time could not be estimated due to rather limited data.
Cortes (2011) presented a method based on GPS-generated data to systematically monitor
average bus speeds in Santiago, Chile. Data were collected for 6,178 different buses over a
duration of one week. Cortes applied two major procedures of data management employed for
the proper computation of commercial speed. The first method was path rectification. A second
method allowed to project the locations of the GPS pulses onto the rectified bus paths. The path
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rectification identified line segments that were located close to GPS points with an acceptable
error. Rectified paths were separated to grid elements. An average bus TS was calculated for
each grid element. The report presented speed diagrams illustrating bus speeds for each route
segment during a given time of day. The proposed methodology was found to be efficient for
problem identification in bus operations (e.g., low speeds at certain segments, congestion issues,
improper traffic light times, etc.).
Figliozzi et al. (2011) developed an algorithm to assess TT reliability on multi segment
corridors. A case study of the I-5 interstate in Oregon (OR) was performed. GPS data was
obtained from ATRI. In order to identify segments along the corridor, truck counts were
determined for every mile and travel direction. A cumulative truck count function was drawn for
the cumulative truck counts. Smoothing of the data was performed using cumulative count
function for average length of 20 miles. Segments were analyzed based on two factors: a) time of
the year and corresponding weather conditions and b) truck density pattern along the segment. A
developed algorithm indicated 95%, 80%, and 50% percentile TT for each segment (if traffic
counts were sufficient at considered segment) using GPS data. Minimum and maximum TS
limits (10 mph and 80 mph) were set to remove outliers. Results indicated that differences
between three types of TT (i.e., 95%, 80%, and 50% percentile TT) were significant for urban
areas and relatively small for rural areas. TT costs per mile were calculated and presented in the
paper.
Wheeler et al. (2011) developed multi criteria tool that would measure and analyze the
impact of recurring and nonrecurring congestion on freight. Data sources used for to analyze the
effects of congestion on I-5 in the Portland, Oregon, metropolitan area: Global Positioning
System data from commercial trucks, Oregon Department of Transportation corridor travel time
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loop data, and incident data. A specific methodology was developed to identify through trucks
(that don’t make any stops and provide at least two GPS readings in the beginning and in the end
of the corridor): a) truck ID matching process to identify all potential through trucks and b)
comparison of GPS speeds with loop sensor average time by period. Results of a recurring
congestion analysis indicated TT for evening peak is greater than for loop sensor data. As for
non-recurring congestion, it was found that incidents significantly affected truck TS in the
incident area throughout the day. Congestion cost estimates indicated that daily delay costs for
freight vehicles were 19% higher that free-flow costs without variability consideration (and 22%31% higher with variability consideration). GPS data were found to be more accurate in
estimating TT than the loop sensor data.
Blazquez (2012) addressed the problem of snapping GPS points to roadways segments.
Author performed literature review of various map-matching algorithms to solve spatial errors.
Some of map-matching methods were semi-deterministic map-matching, probabilistic mapmatching, fuzzy logic map-matching, Kalman filter approach, etc. The author developed a
topological map-matching algorithm for snapping GPS points. The algorithm was able to
identify a feasibility of the path between two snapped points (by comparing a speed along the
path and the average vehicle speed). Numerical experiments were conducted using the data,
collected by winter maintenance vehicles in Wisconsin (WI) and Iowa (IA). Preliminary
calculations were performed to determine the buffer size. Results demonstrated the efficiency of
the presented methodology. It was found that the GPS spatial error decreased the percentage of
solved cases on average by 30%. Frequent sampling intervals provided more accurate results. An
increasing number of consecutive GPS points improved performance of the algorithm.
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Liao (2014) used GPS data obtained for year 2012 from ATRI to study freight
performance along 38 key freight corridors in the twin Cities metropolitan area. Performance
measures calculated included mobility, delay, and reliability index. Analysis of performance
measures were performed by route, roadway segment, and time of day. GPS data was validated
using weigh-in-motion (WIM) and automatic traffic recorders (ATR) at selected locations. Truck
bottlenecks were identified by comparing the average truck delay per mile in the TCMA and
evaluated based on number of hours in peak periods with speeds less than target speeds. In
addition to performance measures, the cost of traffic congestion assuming no delays on
weekends was estimated to be $212 million, assuming delays on weekends $286 million. This
study explored the feasibility of using data for one month of FHWA’s National Performance
Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS).
Mishra et al. (2015) used truck GPS data provided by ATRI to calculate link based FPMs
on Tennessee freight network. The study provides a guideline on how GPS data should be
preprocessed and pinpoints possible problems researchers may face with this type of data.
Besides estimating link FPMs the GPS data was used to develop turn times regression models for
different types of freight facilities, calculate occupancy and entry/exit volumes. The researchers
also developed two algorithms to analyze truck trips. The first one identifies intercity truck trips
having as input the TN TAZs while the second one detects inter and intra city trips and their
characteristics (dwell times, traffic light stops etc.).
Trip Travel Time Focus (TTT)
McCormack and Hallenbeck (2005) provided two data collection methodologies to
effectively measure truck movement along roadway corridors in Washington State. The first
methodology was tested using Commercial Vehicle Information System and Networks (CVISN)
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electronic truck transponders, which were mounted on the windshields of 20,000 trucks in
Washington. The second methodology was tested using GPS systems, which were placed in
volunteer trucks to collect specific truck movement data at 5-second intervals. Data collected
from CVISN and GPS, were used to process and identify congested segments trip travel time,
and travel time reliability. Study concluded that both data collection technologies are useful, but
methodology selection should depend on the data required for a particular benchmark project.
Greaves and Figliozzi (2008) for this study used one weeks’ GPS data for 30 trucks in the
Greater Melbourne region, Australia. Each truck had installed a GPS device, which would
monitor vehicle travel. A trip identification algorithm was developed to detect trip ends and
differentiate between genuine stops and those associated with stops in traffic because of
congestion, signals, waiting to turn and others. Overall, approximately 5% of data were classified
as bad or missing, which represented approximately 70 h of data. Final output of the processing
was a summary trip- level file for further analysis, a second-by-second file of all the trips, and a
daily map showing trip information. The lowest average TS were observed for morning and
evening peak hours. An average pilot survey tour is approximately 184 km long and lasts about
8.5 hours. Approximately two-thirds of the time is on the road at an average speed of 33 km/h,
and the remaining time was stopped. GPS data collection can be used to build precise origindestination matrices by time of day.
NCHRP Report 008 (2010) investigated, identified and reported on high-priority, highpayoff improvements in freight-demand models and other analysis tools. The study was
conducted for the following metropolitan areas: Los Angeles (California CA), Chicago (IL),
Phoenix (Arizona AZ), and Baltimore (Maryland MD). The peak hourly traffic is approximately
8% of daily traffic and that same percentage of daily traffic occurs during each of the hours
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beginning at 11 am and ending at 5 pm. GPS records provided information on the nature of truck
tours, particularly the number of stops, and the average impedance between stops. It was found
that likelihood of making trip in the tour depended both on the truck trip purpose in the current
and subsequent stops. Besides, the information about trip origin, origin land use, and trip
destination could be used to predict the destination land use. The highest percent of stops in
industrial land use (27%) was observed in Chicago. Retail and commercial land use stops were
more common in Los Angeles (31%). The most of residential land use stops occurred in Phoenix
(31%).
Golias et al. (2012) used GIS program to analyze GPS data to determine truck turn times
and volumes within Memphis area. The information was recorded for each truck every 5-15
minutes through the Freight Performance Measures Web-Based (FPMWeb) tool. Available data
provided information about truck trips from September 1, 2011 to October 30, 2011. Facilities of
interest were broken into four types: Intermodal, Warehouse, Private Warehouse, and
Distribution Centers. For each facility type regression model was developed to estimate facility
turn times depending on the truck volume per time interval and facility type. The overall fit of
proposed models was found to be low due to small sample size. Two specific performance
indicators were determined: turn times and the relationship between the number of trucks
entering a facility and the average turn time of that facility on a given day. Majority of turn times
are between 10 and 40 minutes. The highest truck volumes on I-40 were observed during
evening peak hour between 4 pm and 5 pm. Trip durations were from 10 pm until 8 am. This was
explained by the fact that most of truck drivers stopped to rest during that time interval.
Intermodal facilities and private warehouses demonstrated the best fit. The scope of research
included truck stop and rest stop demand analysis. All truck stops with duration from 8 to 12
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hours were considered. The authors provided frequency of truck stops based on the time of the
day for major TN rest stop areas.
Pinjari et al. (2012a, 2012b, and 2013) investigated the use of ATRI-FPM data for freight
performance measurement and planning in Florida. ATRI provided GPS data was used for 3
months in year 2010. Data was used to measure average speeds for different time of day periods
for each 1 mile segment on entire Florida’s SIS network. Two types of algorithms were
developed to convert GPS data into truck trip database, first algorithm for data with spot speeds,
second algorithm for data without spot speeds. Both algorithms attempted to identify valid stops
(OD). Results were validated using random sample of trips on Google Earth, 10% origins and/or
destinations were found to be either in rest stops, or on roadways or on empty lands. Truck flows
were estimated by month of the year and by day of the week. It was found that seasonal
variations of truck speeds were not significant. However, travel patterns during weekdays were
different as compared to weekend travel patterns. Trip Origin Destination Identification
algorithm was designed to define O-Ds. Trip length and trip duration distributions were provided
in the report.
You (2012) studied problems caused by drayage trucks and the relationships between
drayage truck movements and currently implemented impact-mitigation strategies at the San
Pedro Bay Ports (SPBPs). Authors proposed two-part approach to accurately depict current
conditions and make better future projections of clean truck behavior at the SPBP. First a new
analysis framework of GPS data that incorporates two critical criteria for identifying tours,
namely spatial allowance for Traffic Analysis Cells (TACs) and stop duration of trucks. In the
second part, GPS data collected from the SPBP complex was empirically studied using a tourbased framework, which lead to useful insights for port truck related strategies and policies that
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would not have been known using only gateway count information. A tour-based approach was
found to be more efficient for modeling behavior of drayage trucks than a single trip-based
approach. The author suggested two approaches to analyze trip-chaining behavior of drayage
truck movements: 1) a disaggregate level tour-based model based on Sequential Selective
Vehicle Routing Problem (SSVRP) and 2) an aggregate level tour-based model based on Entropy
Maximization Algorithm (EMA). It was underlined that the SSVRP was better approach for
modeling drayage truck tours.
Bierlaire et al. (2013) used smartphone generated GPS data to propose probabilistic map
matching approach, which will generate a set of potential true paths and associate likelihood with
each them. Both spatial (GPS coordinates) and temporal information (speed and time) is used to
calculate the likelihood of the data for specific path. Nokia N95 pone model was used in this
study. Authors stated advantages and disadvantages of use of cellphones. The advantages would
be Assisted-GPS, which reduces warm-up time for getting the first GPS reading to seconds.
Disadvantages would be GPS device consumes a lot of energy, limited storage space and
expensive data transmission costs, data cannot be recorded at high rate. A path with a higher loglikelihood was more preferable among all alternative paths. Speed distributions were generated
from the observed speed data. Data points with speeds less than 8 km/h were filtered out. Results
obtained by the suggested approach were similar to ones provided by the Mobility Meter
(dedicated GPS device, carried by the person along with smartphone).
Carrion and Levinson (2013) estimated the value placed by the travelers on the HOT
lanes because of improvements in travel time reliability. Fifty four commuters were equipped
with GPS devices and instructed to commute for two weeks on each of three plausible
alternatives between their home in western suburbs of Minneapolis eastbound to work in
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downtown or the University of Minnesota: I-394 HOT lanes, I-394 General Purpose lanes, and
signalized arterials close to the I-394 corridor. Twenty-meter buffers were used for all roads, in
order clip the GPS records. Algorithm was developed in order to determine the commute trips for
each subject, and identify each of the routes (e.g. I-394) followed by each trip. The data was then
analyzed using discrete choice models of route. Three measures of reliability were used in
estimation of the models: standard; shortened right; and interquartile range. Study results
indicated that the travelers’ willingness to pay tolls for reliable routes was dependent on how
they perceived reliability savings.
Golias and Mishra (2013) investigated the potential effects of new Hours of Service
(HOS) rules, focusing on the corresponding impact on traffic conditions and mainly congestion
levels. Truck GPS data was used to identify existing truck trip patterns and characteristics.
Model was developed to find the impact on traffic congestion. Congestion impact was identified
by tracking the corresponding changes of the Level of Service (LOS). Analysis followed the
suggested methodology by the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM, 2000). The case study of I-40
network between Memphis and Nashville, TN revealed significant impact of the new HOS
regulations on traffic conditions during peak hours. LOS values showed that congestion levels
were increased due to the application of the new HOS rules and their corresponding restrictions.
Kuppam et al. (2014) processed truck GPS data to develop a tour-based truck model. The
tour-based models include stop generation and purpose models, and time period allocation and
duration models to predict the occurrence of truck stops in space and time for each industry
sector. Authors calibrated and validated discrete choice models that were linked together to
output trip chains or truck tours for different industry sectors. The number of tours for each truck
was determined using the information about truck coordinates, changes in TT and TS. The
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accuracy of vehicle stops was validated using highway maps and Google Earth. It was found that
construction tours had lower tendency of making stops, while government-related tours were
dedicated of making more stops. An increasing number of stops caused incompletion of tours for
the majority of trucks.
Pinjari, Zanjani, Thakur et al. (2015) investigated use of truck GPS data from ATRI for
freight modeling and planning applications in Florida. The authors derived freight performance
measures for Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) highways and developed average truck
speed data for each mile of the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) highway network for different
time periods in the day using three months of ATRI’s truck GPS data in the year 2010.
Algorithms were developed to convert ATRI’s truck GPS data into database of truck trips. Truck
trip characteristics were analyzed using ATRI’s truck GPS data for Florida State. The truck
travel characteristics analyzed included trip duration, trip length, trip speed, time-of-day profiles,
and OD flows. ATRI’s truck GPS data was assessed to cover truck traffic flows in Florida, which
includes the types of trucks present in the data, geographic coverage of the data in Florida and
the proportion of the truck traffic flows in the state covered the data. Authors developed OD
tables of statewide freight truck flows within, into, and out of Florida for different geographic
resolutions, including the Florida Statewide Model (FLSWM) traffic analysis zones (TAZs) and
explored the use of ATRI’s GPS data for other applications of interest to Florida, including the
analysis of truck flows out of two seaports, the re-routing patterns of trucks after a major
highway incident, and the routing patterns of trucks traveling between Jacksonville and Ocala.
Gong et al. (2015) focused on travel time estimation and allocation on major highway
corridors with sparse GPS location and time stamp data. The ordinary least squares method was
used to estimate travel time on each individual link from trip travel time, this method was
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sensitive to the variance of vehicle travel speed on a link and produced volatile estimates. To
obtain an accurate speed and time estimate on each link, the proposed regularized regression
model maximized the likelihood of obtaining the observed trip travel time while also alleviating
extra volatility in speed estimates. The performance of the model was evaluated with sparse
vehicle location data simulated from actual corridor loop detector data. Performance of the
proposed method was tested on a highway corridor west of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with
simulated GPS data reported every 5 min. The model is proved capable of recovering a true
speed plot of the corridor.
Truck Parking
Adams et al. (2009) analyzed trends in truck parking and identified parking issues for day
trip drivers (related to short stops for meals and bathroom breaks), operational issues causing the
need for parking, where new or expanded facilities are needed in Wisconsin, and low cost
solutions to address truck parking shortfalls. Information about truck parking issues was
collected from stakeholder groups: freight carriers, truck drivers, metropolitan planning
organization (MPO) representatives, state freight planers and state patrol officers. Adams et al.
provided criteria to determine and prioritize specific locations in Wisconsin where parking issues
are identified. First data was analyzed using a Nearest Neighbor Hierarchical (NHK) cluster
algorithm of problematic truck parking facilities, second algorithm analyzed a correlation of
existing truck parking facilities and incommensurate parking facilities and third algorithm
prioritized interstate, state corridors and cities in region suffering from truck parking issues.
Adams et al. classified truck parking issues from survey response in four categories: capacity
issues, no parking around site, ramp parking, and design issues. In order to rank facilities, Adams
et al. used criteria which included score of the total number of markers matching a given truck
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parking facility and values assigned to responses of questionnaire for truckers. To address truck
parking shortfalls authors proposed privatization of public rest areas, use of real-time
information, historical occupancy of time of day, real time counts of available parking spaces,
signs and message boards to communicate parking availability, web-based information systems,
radio broadcast solutions, cellular phone based solutions.
Parametrix (2005) performed truck parking study to evaluate the adequacy of truck
parking along Washington State’s primary freight corridors (I-5, I-90 and I-82) and identify
strategies to increase the amount of truck parking in the future. WSDOT over several weeks
collected data on truck parking demand and utilization at all public rest areas along each of the
study corridors. Parking demand was also summarized separately for each travel direction. The
average and maximum truck parking demand was calculated to provide information on the
observed average and peak usage. The highest truck parking demand was observed during
nighttime hours (6:00 pm to 6:00 am). Truck parking demand and utilization by corridor for year
2030 was forecasted, and it was concluded that without added truck parking capacity, all study
corridors segments and the majority of public resting areas would be forecasted to substantially
exceed capacity by year 2030. Authors provided strategies to increase the amount truck parking:
Create new truck-only facilities, legalize truck parking at non-Port of Entry weight stations and
expand these facilities, implement public-private partnership, implement shared-use parking
agreements with existing parking lot owners.
Garber et al. (2002) developed a methodology to determine supply (the number of
parking spaces available) and demand (sum of parking accumulation and the illegal parking for
commercial heavy truck parking), using I-81 in Virginia as a case study. Data of truck parking
characteristics including parking duration were obtained at 14 public rest areas and 29 private
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truck stops. Truck stop locations were identified by reference document that lists the locations of
truck stops and by driving along on I-81 and determining visually. Most truck stops are located
within 2 miles of an interchange on the interstate. Two types of questionnaire surveys were
conducted. Stepwise regression analysis was used to develop models that would relate the truck
stop parking accumulation at any given 30-minute period with specific independent variables. A
correlation analysis was also conducted to test whether there was any correlation between two or
more independent variables that were to be considered in developing the models. Future demand
for large truck parking was estimated by examining (1) the predicted maximum parking
accumulation at the truck stops based on the models, (2) parking at rest areas, and (3) parking on
interstate ramps or shoulders, which is illegal. Models were used to estimate demand in 10 and
20 years. The results indicated that the existing demand is 2,947 parking spaces on I-81, which
exceeds the supply by 309 spaces. It was estimated that for year 2010 excess demand will
increase to 1,193 and for 2020 demand will increase to 1,463.
Bayraktar et al. (2014) performed a study to determine supply and demand
characteristics for commercial truck parking and assess technology that can be used to improve
parking management, and conduct a project to test a smart parking management technology to
make better utilization of commercial parking spaces at rest areas. Data of truck observations at
public rest areas along the I-10, I-75, and I-95 corridors were collected from May 2011 to
September 2011 during nights from 10 p.m. to 6 am. After data was collected, rest areas where
divided into three categories: low, medium and high, based on truck parking capacity. Authors
identified three candidate rest areas where smart park technology would be implemented. These
areas presented high-level truck parking capacity problem and illegal parking activity, as well as
an easy point for travel and procurement purposes. Historical occupancy data for particular time
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of day updated to the last hour was used to develop dynamic prediction model. Kalmar filter was
used for modeling the prediction of rest area occupancy. This study has showed that most of
spaces available for trucks are located in private truck stops.
Chatterjee and Wegmann (2000) performed an extensive survey of truck accumulation
and occupancy at all public rest areas in Tennessee (31 rest areas and welcome centers with 472
designated/marked spaces for large trucks). In addition there are 17 pull-out areas with
approximately 240 spaces. A two-person survey team returned to each rest area every 2 h during
8-h time period between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. and recorded the occupancy at each space.
Survey data were analyzed to generate variety of statistics to assess the nightly truck parking
situation on Tennessee. Chatterjee and Wegmann found that rest area parking was used heavily
on Monday through Thursday nights. Truck traffic volume along Tennessee’s Interstate
highways was fairly uniform throughout the day and night. Proportion of trucks with respect to
total traffic varies considerably during 24-h period. During late night there are more trucks on
these highways than passenger’s vehicles. Some of designated parking spaces were not occupied,
because of the difficulty of parking. More than 50% of trucks arrive at rest areas after 2 a.m.
Among trucks parked inside the rest areas, nearly 75% occupy a parking space for more than
four hours, trucks parked alongside ramps occupy nearly 55% remain parked for more than four
hours.
Maze (2009) performed a study of Minnesota Interstate truck parking to examine the
supply and demand of public and private commercial vehicle parking. The study area was
Minnesota’s three primary interstate corridors, I-90, I-35 and I-94. Phase one of study consisted
of collection of data regarding truck parking demand by time of day, which included Aerial
photographs, State DOT maps and google maps. Phase two of this study consisted of truck
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parking demand analysis, where collected data in phase one were compiled and summarized to
identify over capacity facilities. Phase three consisted of conducting survey on trucking
companies within 48 hours of vehicle observation to find out information about the attitude and
behavior of drivers. 433 motor carriers were given 89 survey questions to which only 41%
responded. Data was then processed and supply maps for the state of Minnesota were created. It
was found that five rest area facilities are at or over capacity 50% of the time. Several other rest
areas are over capacity at least 25% of the time. The authors recommended immediate
investment to these rest areas.
Fleger et al. (2002) developed a study to investigate the adequacy of commercial truck
parking facilities serving the National Highway System (NHS). To comply with Federal hoursof-service (HOS) rules a nationwide estimate of the peak-hour demand for commercial truck
parking facilities was made. In addition an inventory of the number of public rest areas and
commercial truck stops that could be used to comply with Federal HOS rules was conducted. A
four-step process was used to determine where shortages in truck parking exist or are expected to
exist. First, estimates of parking demand over roadway segments were developed using modeling
approach; second, estimates of parking supply were gathered for each segment using available
data sources; and third, a summary of the supply and demand for each roadway segment was
provided to partners for review, verification, and comment. Recommendation for improvements
to mitigate any existing and future problems at public rest areas includes: expansions and
improvement of public rest areas, commercial truck stops and travel plazas, encouragement of
public private partnership, education and information drivers about available spaces, changes of
parking enforcement rules.
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Conclusions
From the literature review, it was noticed that the most of studies focused on identifying
FPMs. The FPMs identified in these studies are:
1. Link/path/trip/tour TT (min, hrs.)
2. Link/path/trip/tour TS (km/hr., mi/hr.)
3. Tour characteristics: tour generation, stop generation, stop duration, tour duration, tour
completion, stop purpose, stop location, stop time of day choice, number of stops during
the tour, number of trips during the tour
4. TT reliability/variability
5. 90th and 95th percentile travel time (𝑡𝑝90% and 𝑡𝑝95%)
6. Buffer index 𝐵𝐼 =

𝑇𝑇𝑝95% − 𝑥̅
𝑥̅

1

7. where 𝑥̅ = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 : mean travel time; 𝑥𝑖 : travel time for the observation i; 𝑁 : number
of observations
8. Buffer travel time 𝐵𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑝95% - 𝑥̅ (minutes, hours)
9. Planning travel time 𝑃𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑝95% (minutes, hours)
10. Planning travel time index 𝑃𝑇𝑇𝐼 =

𝑇𝑇𝑝95%
𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑆

11. where x𝐹𝐹𝑆: free flow speed travel time
12. Travel time index 𝑇𝑇𝐼 =

𝑥
𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑆
̅̅̅2

𝑁

(∑
𝑥𝑖 −𝑥)
13. Travel time standard deviation 𝜎 = √ 𝑖=1𝑁 −1

14. Travel time coefficient of variation 𝐶𝑉 =
15. Travel time range 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 - 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
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𝜎
𝑥̅

16. Ratio of mean travel time to median travel time 𝑟 =

𝑥̅
𝑥̂

17. where 𝑥̂ : median travel time
18. Total segment delay 𝑇𝑆𝐷=(𝑡𝑝95%−𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑆)×𝑉 (vehicles - minutes)
19. where V: volume of vehicles at the segment
20. Congested travel 𝐶𝑇=Σ𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ×𝑉 (vehicles-miles)
21. Congested roadway 𝐶𝑅=Σ𝐶𝑜𝑛𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (miles)
Some utilization and processing GPS data limitations that should be considered include the
following:
1. Errors caused by overall GPS system
a. GPS spatial mismatch error
b. Existence of data points not belonging to the road network
c. Signal loss due to spatial obstructions
d. GPS multipath signal interference
2. Errors caused by outliers
a. Difficulty to differentiate between vehicles that has stopped for refueling,
delivery, driver’s rest, etc.
3. Errors caused by snapping
a. Buffer radius of the data point covers more than one segments and it is necessary
to relate the point to a segment
From reviewed literature, it can be concluded that GPS data are extensively used by
transportation agencies, practitioners and researchers to obtain more precise information
regarding truck travel patterns, to evaluation conditions on highway corridors, to determine
freight supply and demand and even forecast freight demand, to build origin-destination matrices
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by time of day, determine congested segments of highways, identity areas of future improvement
needs, to evaluate the adequacy of truck parking, and to determine supply and demand of public
and private commercial vehicle parking. GPS data is used to develop FPMs which are used to
identify freight flow interruption issues, measure and analyze the impact of recurring and
nonrecurring congestion on freight corridors, identify intercity truck trips and their
characteristics and identify needs of highway infrastructure improvement to sustain the growing
freight demand. Processing GPS data may become a challenging task as GPS data can have
accuracy problems, many FPMs depend on having large volumes of truck data and some of GPS
data points are erroneous which can lead to inaccurate analysis.
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CHAPTER 3: DATA DESCRIPTION
This section provides a description of the data available and a methodology for processing
GPS records and estimating FPMs. Additional procedures that were developed to analyze
individual truck trip traveling patters will be presented in following chapters.
General Statistics
For this study a truck GPS were used, provided by ATRI, traveling within the State TN
for 3 months (June, March and October) in year 2014. The given data had 19,316,118
observations with 20,894 unique trucks. Data provided by ATRI was given in Microsoft Excel
Comma Separated Value File format (CSV) which then was embedded in a PostgreSQL
database, in order to retrieve GPS records for specific days and change the format of data to
vector data storage format (Shape File) and assign unique identifier to each of the observation.
GPS record observations for all months were roughly equally distributed with 6,480,052
observations in June which was 33.5% from all the observation, 6,105,335 observations in
March which was 31.6 % of all the data and 6,730,731 observations in October which was 34.8%
of all the data. Figure 1 shows average percentage of observations for each day of the week, it
was observed that highest volumes of trucks occurred from Tuesday to Thursday with average of
52.44 % of observations, and the lowest volumes of trucks were observed at weekends with
average of 17.1 % of observations.
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FIGURE 1 Distribution of Observations per Day of the Week
Individual truck observation across three months of data varied, the maximum number of
GPS records for a single truck in a day was found to be 1,449. Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows
graphical summary of distribution of single truck observations in a form of boxplot and chart. It
can be seen that individual truck observations in a day at 25 % of all observations are below 47,
50 % of all observations are below 107 and 75% of all observations are below 216. The average
observations of single truck in day across given data was observed to be 147. The frequency of
GPS signal was not fixed, and 23.7 % of truck observations were defined as stopped. Spot speed
less than 5 mph was used to consider truck to be stopped in this study which is common speed
threshold established by researchers. Implementatation of spot speed threshold increased the
truck observations considered to stopped to 31.6 % for all the given observations.
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FIGURE 2 Boxplot of Distribution of Single Truck Observations
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FIGURE 3 Number of Daily Observations for a Single Truck
Obtained data was analyzed by time of day of four time periods: 1) AM Peak: 6am –
9am, 2) Midday Peak (MD): 9am – 2pm, 3) PM Peak: 2pm – 6pm, and iv) Off-peak (OP): 6pm –
6am. Truck distributions by day of the week and time of the day are presented in Figure 4. The
majority of trucks were observed for the OP time period for day of the week and with an average
of 35.7% per day of the week. The lowest observations for all time periods were observed at the
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AM peak period with an average of 13.5 % and with lowest observations (11.4%) at Sunday. It
should be noted that this time period had only 3 hours of daily observations comparing to OP
time period which had 12 hours. During the MD and PM time period of the week the average
observations were 27.7 % and 23.1 % respectively. Figure 5 shows percentage of stopped trucks
across all time periods. The highest percentage of stopped trucks was observed for OP time
period (38.6 %) and the smallest was for the AM period (14.0 %). Midday and PM time period
for stopped trucks was 25.6% and 21.8 % respectively. Largest percentage of stopped trucks was
observed at weekends (see Figure 6), with 47.7 % for Saturday and 48.6 % for Sunday.
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FIGURE 4 Truck Distribution by Day of the Week and Time of Day
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FIGURE 5 Percentage of stopped Trucks per Time of Day
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FIGURE 6 Stopped Truck Distribution by Day of the Week and Time of the Day
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Dataset Description
A sample of random GPS data obtained from given data is presented in Figure 7 and will
be used to describe the available data. Given GPS records contains following data attributes:
▫

X and Y coordinates

▫

Time stamp

▫

Heading

▫

Spot speed

▫

Truck Identifier

FIGURE 7 Random Sample of GPS Data of One Day
The State of Tennessee lies in two time zones (see Figure 8) - Central Daylight Time
(CDT) zone and Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) zone. Given data time stamps were given for
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) zone. In order to perform analysis of data for specific
periods the local time was estimated for each GPS point using the GPS Data processing and
Extracting tool developed by University of Memphis. The tool processed raw GPS data, by
extracting data for selected time periods and time stamp for each GPS records was changed to
local time based on the time zones. Also tool exported processed data into shape file(s) and .csv
file(s).
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FIGURE 8 CDT and EDT in Tennessee
GPS records provided information about truck headings, for each observation one of the
following headings were recorded: E, W, N, NE, NW, SE, and SW. A unique truck identifier
was provided, as many companies are not willing to provide more detailed information about
their business and shipped commodities.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA PROCESSING AND ALGORITHM FOR LINKS GIS TOOL
(LinkFPMs)
A LinkFPMs tool was developed to estimate freight performance measures by time of
day for freight corridors of transportation network.
Data Processing
Associating GPS Records with the Network
GPS data points were selected by time of day and associated with Freight Analysis
Framework (FAF) transportation network for Sate of TN using ESRI ArcGIS 10.2. Proximity
Analysis toolbox. In order to capture GPS points that may have inaccuracy, GPS points were
associated using search radius of ¼ miles (as reported in the literature, see Jones et al., 2005;
Schofield & Harrison, 2007; Liao, 2008).
Direction and Outlier Identification
DOI algorithm (Flasko, 2016) was developed to associate multiple GPS truck headings
with geographical position of links. Figure 9A illustrates this issue with 17 observations,
snapped to link, having a total of six unique headings: E, N, NE, SW, SE, and W. These GPS
records should be separated in two groups: 1) trucks moving from the link start point (with
coordinates [xst, yst]) to the link end point (with coordinates [xend, yend]), and 2) trucks moving
from the link end point to the link start point. Based on the link’s geometry those groups should
be either NE or SW directions respectively.
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FIGURE 9 DOI for Resolving the Problem with Headings
DOI Example
Figure 9B provides an example a fictitious link. First, the start and end point coordinates
for the given link are calculated. The link is then approximated by a straight line, connecting the
start and end points. The next step calculates the angle (α), between the E-W axis and the straight
line representing the link. The value of α can be estimated using line coordinates and
trigonometric functions (e.g., arccosine, arcsine, arctangent, etc.). In the given example (see
Figure 9B) angle α lies between 0 and π/4, hence trucks with headings E, N, NE or SE will be
assigned to the direction from B to A (BA) and trucks with headings W, S, SW or NW to the
direction from A to B (AB).
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FIGURE 10 DOI Heading Assignment
Outlier Detection: Chauvenet’s Criterion
In order to estimate accurate FPM, Chauvenet’s criterion (Chauvenet, 1960) was used to
remove any outliers of GPS truck records. The criterion assumes that speeds follow a Normal
Distribution, and observations are considered as outliers, if the probability of obtaining their
deviation from the mean is less than 1/(2N), where N is the number of observations.
LinkFPMs Tool
A LinkFPMs algorithm was developed to estimate FPMs by time of day for freight
corridors of transportation network. The algorithm loads following tool inputs: GPS data, FAF
network, option to analyze the GPS data without extracting by time of day, start and end periods,
search radius, type of spatial join, and output folder. GPS records are selected by time of day if
option to analyze the GPS data without extracting by time of day is selected. GPS data with
speeds less than 5 mph will be removed as they are considered as outliers. Search radius is used
to associate GPS points with links; by default search radius is ¼ miles. Direction and Outlier
Identification algorithm assigns GPS points to one of the two spatial positions of each of the
links. Based on Chauvenet’s Criterion additional outliers are removed. Following bi-directional
link-based FPMs are produced by LinkFPMs tool (Figure 11) for each roadway segment of the
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given transportation network: 1) volume; 2) average travel speed (TS); 3) average travel time
(TT); 4) 90th percentile TT; 5) 95th percentile TT; 6) buffer TT; 7) buffer TT index; 8) TT
standard deviation; 9) TT coefficient of variation; 10) TT range; 11) mean to median TT ratio.

FIGURE 11 LinkFPMs Tool
LinkFPMs Input Steps
Step 1: Select the GPS data shapefile or folder with GPS data shapefiles, if more than one
GPS data shapefiles are to be used
Step 2: Load FAF transportation network
Step3: Select check box if analysis should be performed without extracting by time of
day
Step 4: Select start hour and end period to be analyzed (ranging from 0 to 24)
Step 5: Select the search radius to be used to associate GPS points to links (A default
value of 0.25 Miles will be set as input parameter)
Step 6: Select the type of spatial join (KEEP_COMMON or KEEP_ALL)
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Step 7: Select output folder in which processed shapefiles will be exported
Link Performance Analysis
The proposed methodology was applied to the FAF network of State of TN using truck
GPS records for selected week from June 9th to June 15th, 2014. In total 3,169,684 observations
were recorded with 22,615 unique trucks. Approximately 25% of selected GPS records had only
one observation and 35% of GPS points had spot speeds less than 5 mph. Chauvenet’s Criterion
was used to remove outliers. The total number of GPS records not snapped was 1,394,966
(44%), while the total filtered GPS records were found to be 1,774,718 (56%).
Average LTS and Total Truck Volume Estimation
Average TS were estimated using LinkFPMs tool for time periods of the day of the
selected data. Results of mean speeds at segments of FAF network for time periods of the day are
presented in Figure 12. The smallest amount of GPS records were snapped for the AM peak
period with total of 248,400 GPS points which was only 14% of all filtered GPS records, for the
MD peak period 513,962 (29%) GPS points were snapped, for the PM peak period 370,601
(21%) GPS points were snapped and with the biggest amount of GPS records were for OP period
with 641,755 (66%) GPS points. The maximum number of links was analyzed during MD peak
period (93.6%) while the minimum number of links was analyzed during AM peak period
(88.2%). On the average FPMs were calculated for 90% links if the FAF network in TN. Truck
volumes in both directions for links of FAF network were computed for time periods of day of
the selected data and presented in Figure 13. It was found that the highest amount of trucks on
FAF network links was observed for the OP time period with approximately 7,500 observations
in one direction.
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FIGURE 12 Mean Speeds, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 13 Total Truck Volumes, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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Travel Time Reliability Estimation
LinkFPMs tool also can estimate the following TT reliability measures: bi-directional
travel time (TT), 95 % travel time (TTp95) and travel time coefficient of variation (TTCV). An
example of TT reliability results for selected random link of FAF network is presented in Figure
13. The selected link is a part of Highway 100 located south from I-40 near Nashville, TN.
Average TT of the selected link differed across time periods and link direction, the longest
Average TT of 48 min was observed for the AM period and direction B (West) and the shortest
Average TT of 17 min was observed the OP time period and direction A (East). TT reliability
measures for random were computed for time periods of day and presented in Figure 14.

Note: Selected network link direction A is in East and direction B is in West.
FIGURE 14 TT Reliability Measures for a Random Link
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Conclusions
LinkFPMs tool can be used to compute bi-directional average TS, total truck
volumes, assess TT reliability of various highway segments, and estimate other FPMs for freight
transportation corridors of the TN transportation network. The tool can assist decision makers
with freight transportation planning by identification of bottlenecks, calculating various FPMs,
prioritizing busy freight transportation corridors for improvement projects and help efficiently
allocate resources.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA PROCESSING AND ALGORITHM FOR TRUCK TRIPS GIS
TOOL (TripFPMs)
A TripFPMs tool was developed to estimate truck trips by time of day between traffic analysis
zones (TAZs).
Data Processing
Associating GPS Records with the TAZ
GPS data points were selected by time of day and associated with traffic analysis zones
(TAZs) for State of TN using ESRI ArcGIS 10.2. Overlay Analysis toolbox. GPS points which
intersected TAZ were associated with the corresponding TAZ.
TripFPMs Tool
TripFPMs tool was developed to estimate the number of truck trips and FPMs by time of
day between traffic analysis zones (TAZs). The algorithm loads following tool inputs: GPS data,
TAZs, option to analyze the GPS data without extracting by time of day, start and end periods,
type of spatial join, and output folder. GPS records are selected by time of day if option to
analyze the GPS data without extracting by time of day is selected. GPS data with speeds greater
than 5 mph will be removed and only GPS records with spot speeds ≤5 mph are used to identify
potential origins or destinations. Then algorithm sorts all trucks by their unique truck ID and
time stamp in ascending order. Next an iterative process starts, which consists of checking TAZ
for each observation of a given truck. If TAZp and TAZs for two consecutive GPS records are
the same, it is more likely that no trips were made by the truck. When two consecutive
observations have different TAZp and TAZs, algorithm marks the preceding record as
“ORIGIN”, while for the succeeding record the algorithm checks if it is a genuine destination. If
there is only one consecutive observation with TAZs, ODIA marks that observation as
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“DESTINATION”. If there is a group of GPS records with the same TAZs as TAZs, the
algorithm calculates the total travel distance between those observations. If the distance does not
exceed ¼ mile (GPS spatial error), ODIA marks the earliest observation of this group as
“DESTINATION”. Travel distance between two consecutive GPS points was computed based
on their coordinates. The procedure continues until all observations for all trucks are analyzed.
The following trip-based FPMs are produced by TripFPMs tool (Figure 15) for each TAZ: 1)
number of truck trip origins; 2) number of truck trip destinations; 3) average TT of
originated/destined trips; 4) 90th percentile TT of originated/destined trips; 5) 95th percentile TT
of originated/destined trips; 6) buffer TT of originated/destined trips; 7) buffer TT index of
originated/destined trips; 8) TT standard deviation of originated/destined trips; 9) TT coefficient
of variation for originated/destined trips; 10) TT range of originated/destined trips; and 11) mean
to median TT ratio of originated/destined trips.

FIGURE 15 TripFPMs Tool
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TripFPMs Input Steps
Step 1: Select the GPS data shapefile or folder with GPS data shapefiles, if more than one
GPS data shapefiles are to be used
Step 2: Load shapefile with the traffic analysis zones (TAZs)
Step3: Select check box if analysis should be performed without extracting by time of
day
Step 4: Select start hour and end period to be analyzed (ranging from 0 to 24)
Step 5: Select the type of spatial join (KEEP_COMMON or KEEP_ALL)
Step 6: Select output folder in which processed shapefiles will be exported
Trip Performance Analysis
The proposed methodology was applied to the traffic analysis zones (TAZs) of State of
TN using truck GPS records for selected week from June 9th to June 15th, 2014. The Sate of TN
was divided in 6,095 TAZs. Approximately 65% of selected GPS records had spot speeds greater
or equal to 5 mph, which were removed as they were considered as outliers. The rest of the GPS
data was associated with 4,763 TAZs, which accounted for 78% of all available TAZs in State of
TN.
Average Trip TT, Origin and Destination Estimation
TripFPMs tool was used to estimate average trip TT and number of trips originated and
destined from TAZs for time period of the day of the selected data. Results of originated and
destined trips from TAZs are presented in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively. Results of
average trip travel time between TAZs for time periods of the day are presented in Figure 18.
Smallest number of originated/destined trips was observed for the AM peak period with total
15,608 origins which contributed to 13.2% of all originated/destined trips, for PM period it was
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observed to have 29,677 origins/destinations (25.2%), for OP period it was observed to have
28,902 origins/destinations (24.5%) and the largest originated/destined trips was observed for
MD time period with total 43,626 origins/destinations which was 37% of all originated/destined
trips. The maximum number of originated TAZs was analyzed for MD peak period with total of
3,962 TAZs which was 65% of TAZs in State of TN, for PM period there was 3,357 TAZs
analyzed (55.1%), for OP period there was 2,665 TAZs analyzed (43.7%) and for AM period
there was 2,662 TAZs analyzed (43.7%). The maximum number of destined TAZs was analyzed
for MD peak period with total of 4,169 TAZs which was 68.4% of TAZs in State of TN, for PM
period there was 3,565 TAZs analyzed (54.4%), for OP period there was 2,973 TAZs analyzed
(48.8%) and for AM period there was 3,051 TAZs analyzed (50%). The maximum number of
trips originated from a single TAZ was observed for MD peak period with total of 1,240 origins,
for OP period it was found to have 1,079 origins, for PM period it was found to have 926 origins,
and for AM peak period it was found to have 594 origins. The maximum number of trips
destined from a single TAZ was observed for OP peak period with total of 1,038 destinations, for
MD period it was found to have 1,036 destinations, for PM period it was found to have 1,008
destinations, and for AM peak period it was found to have 425 destinations. Maximum number
of average origins/destinations across State of TN TAZs was observed for MD and OP time
period with 10 origins/destinations per TAZ. For PM period it was found to have 8
origins/destinations and for AM peak period it was found to have 5 origins.
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FIGURE 16 Number of Origins by TAZ, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 18 Mean TT, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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Travel Time Reliability Estimation
TripFPMs tool also can estimate the following TT reliability measures: bi-directional
travel time (TT), 95 % travel time (TTp95) and travel time coefficient of variation (TTCV). An
example of TT reliability results for selected random TAZ is presented in Figure 19. The selected
TAZ is located between Nashville, TN and Knoxville, TN and I-40 goes through selected TAZ.
Average TT of the selected link differed across time periods and link direction, the longest
Average TT of 3.5 hours was observed for the OP period as origin trip and the shortest Average
TT of 0.7 hours was observed the AM time period as destination trip. TT reliability measures
for random were computed for time periods of day and presented in Figure 19.

FIGURE 19 TT Reliability Measures for Random TAZ
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Conclusions
TripFPMs tool can be used to estimate number of origins, destinations and assess TT
reliability between traffic analysis zones for time of day. From trip performance analysis it was
found that majority of trips were originated/destined near large metropolitan areas (i.e.,
Memphis, Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga, etc.) and along major freight corridors (I-40, I-24,
I-65, I-75, and I-81). The tool can assist decision makers by identification of major truck trip
generators, calculating various FPMs and prioritizing TAZs for improvement projects.
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CHAPTER 6: DATA PROCESSING AND ALGORITHM FOR TRUCK PARKING GIS
TOOL (TRUCKPARK)
A TruckPark tool was developed to estimate hourly truck volumes by time of day on and
in the vicinity of truck parking areas.
Data Processing
Associating GPS Records with the Truck Parking Rest Areas
GPS data points were selected by time of day and associated with truck parking rest areas
for State of TN using ESRI ArcGIS 10.2. Overlay Analysis toolbox. GPS points which
intersected truck parking rest areas were associated with the corresponding truck parking rest
area.
TruckPark Tool
TruckPark tool was developed to estimate hourly truck parking occupancy and FPMs by
time of the day on truck resting areas. The algorithm loads following tool inputs: GPS data,
network of rest area polygons, option to average hourly truck observations of all the days
provided, start and end periods and output folder. GPS records are selected by time of day and
GPS data with speeds greater than 5 mph will be removed and only GPS records with spot
speeds less than or equal to 5 mph are used to identify potential trucks at truck parking rest
areas. Truck GPS points that intersect truck rest area polygons are associated with the
corresponding truck resting area. Then truck GPS points which intersect truck resting areas are
associated with the corresponding resting area. For user selected time of day tool produces
hourly truck observations at truck rest areas.
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FIGURE 20 TruckPark Tool
TruckPark Input Steps
Step 1: Select the GPS data shapefile
Step 2: Load network of rest area polygons
Step3: Select check box if hourly truck observations should be averaged of all the days
provided in the shapefile
Step 4: Select start hour and end period to be analyzed (ranging from 0 to 24)
Step 5: Select output folder in which processed shapefiles will be exported
Truck Parking Performance Analysis
The proposed methodology was applied to the network of rest area polygons of State of
TN using truck GPS records for selected week from June 9th to June 15th, 2014. Network of rest
areas of State of TN consisted of 47 rest areas, where each rest area was divided in 3 polygons,
off ramp, on ramp and parking respectively. In total Sate of TN rest area network was divided
141 polygons. Approximately 65% of selected GPS records had spot speeds greater or equal to 5
mph, which were removed as they were considered as outliers. In total 12,487 GPS data points
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were observed at truck rest area polygons which were associated with 119 rest area polygons at
47 locations, which accounted for 84% of all available rest area polygons in State of TN.
Average Truck Volumes at Truck Rest Areas
TruckPark tool was used to estimate average truck parking volume at rest areas for time
of day of the selected data. Results of truck parking occupancy at rest areas and by sections of
truck rest areas are presented in Figure 21 and Figure 22. Lowest truck parking occupancy was
observed for the AM peak period with total 386 trucks which contributed to 15% of all parked
trucks, for the PM period it was observed to have 422 parked trucks (16%), for MD period it was
observed to have parked trucks (23%) and the largest volume of parked trucks was observed for
OP time period with total 1,179 trucks which was 45% of all trucks observed at rest areas. The
maximum number of rest areas was analyzed for MD, PM, and OP period with total of 46 rest
areas, for AM period there was 43 rest areas analyzed. The maximum number parked trucks at
single rest area was observed for OP peak period with total of 59 trucks, for MD period it was
found to have 32 trucks, for PM period it was found to have 24 trucks, and for AM peak period it
was found to have 21 tucks. Maximum number of average truck parking across State of TN rest
areas was observed for OP time period with 26 trucks per rest area. For MD period it was found
to have 13 trucks and for AM and PM period it was found to have 9 trucks.
The lowest number of rest area polygons with observations was observed for the AM
peak period with total of 77 polygons (54.6%), for PM period it was observed to have 87
polygons (61.7%), for MD period it was observed to have 89 polygons (63.1%) and for the OP
period it was observed to have the highest utilization of rest area polygon network with total of
107 polygons (75.9%). For AM peak period it was observed to have 29 trucks at off ramp
sections (7.5% of total trucks observed at AM period), 43 trucks at on ramp sections (11.1% of
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total trucks observed at AM period) and 314 trucks at parking sections. For MD peak period it
was observed to have 41 trucks at off ramp sections (6.9% of total trucks observed at MD
period), 48 trucks at on ramp sections (8.1% of total trucks observed at MD period) and 506
trucks at parking sections. For PM peak period it was observed to have 30 trucks at off ramp
sections (7.1 % of total trucks observed at PM period), 40 trucks at on ramp sections (9.5% of
total trucks observed at PM period) and 352 trucks at parking sections. For OP peak period it was
observed to have 127 trucks at off ramp sections (10.8 % of total trucks observed at OP period),
155 trucks at on ramp sections (13.1% of total trucks observed at OP period) and 897 trucks at
parking sections.
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FIGURE 21 Number of Trucks at Rest Areas, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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Conclusions
TruckPark tool can be used to estimate hourly truck occupancy at rest areas and
for given time of day. From truck parking analysis it was found that highest occupancy was
observed for OP time period for State of TN with an average of 1,179 trucks. Rest areas with
highest occupancy were on major freight corridors and in areas between large metropolitan areas.
The tool can assist decision makers by identification of rest areas that are over capacity and that
may require improvements.
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CHAPTER 7: CONGESTED LANE MILES GIS TOOL (CLM)
A CLM tool was developed to estimate levels of congested lane miles for freight
corridors of transportation network.
CLM Tool Algorithm
CLM tool loads following tool inputs: transportation network with bi-directional speeds
calculated using the previous developed LinkFPMs tool for the studied time period (day/time of
day), a second transportation network with bi-directional free flow speeds (FFS) and number of
levels the congested transportations network links will be identified. In this study, the free flow
speed is assumed to be the link speed during off-peak period which is from 6 PM to 6 AM. First
tool selects all network links that have observations for both of the input networks. Next network
links with average link speed less than FFS speed are identified to be congested and are assigned
with one of levels from user selected congestion level range. Congestion levels are assigned
using calculated ration of bi-directional speeds of preprocessed transportation network by time of
day to bi-directional speeds of preprocessed transportation network for OP period. Depending on
user defined congestion level range, the greater ratio of speeds then a higher congestion level
will be assigned. Network links with ration greater are assigned to have no congestion.

FIGURE 23 CLM Tool
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CLM Input Steps
Step 1: Load transportation network to be analyzed
Step 2: Load transportation network with free flow speed (FFS)
Step3: Select number of levels for congested lane miles
Congested Lane Miles Performance Analysis
The proposed methodology was applied using preprocessed FAF network of State of TN
by time of day for selected week from June 9th to June 15th, 2014. Preprocessed FAF networks
at AM peak period had 2,995 links with 7,947 lane miles with calculated FPMs, at MD peak
period had 3,178 links with 8,216 lane miles, at PM peak period had 3,089 links with 8,050 lane
miles and at OP period 3,059 links with 8,308 lane miles. Transportation networks were first
analyzed bi-level (congested or uncongested) and afterwards using 10 levels congestion lane
miles.
Average number of Congested Links and Congested Lane Miles
CLM tool was used to estimate average number of congested network links and
congested lane miles by time of day and by levels of congestions. Results of analyzed
transportation networks by time of day and bi-level are presented in Figure 24. The smallest
number of congested links was observed for AM peak period it was observed to have 2,007
congested links, which was 67% of all analyzed links for this time period, for MD peak period it
was observed to have 2,119 congested links, which was 67% of all analyzed links for this period
and for PM peak period it was observed to have 2,180 congested links, which was 71% of all
analyzed links for this time period. The smallest number of congested lane miles was observed
for AM peak period it was observed to have total of 5,396 congested lane miles which was 68%
of observed lane miles for this time period, for AM peak period it was observed to have total of
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5,396 congested lane miles which was 68% of observed lane miles for this time period, for MD
peak period it was observed to have total of 5,987 congested lane miles which was 73% of
observed lane miles for this time period, for PM peak period it was observed to have total of
5,827 congested lane miles which was 70% of observed lane miles for this time period.
Results of analyzed transportation networks by time of day and by 10 levels of congested
lane miles are presented in Figure 25. Numbers of congested links and lane miles divided by 10
levels for AM peak period are presented in Figures 26 and 27, for MD peak period Figures 28
and 29 and for PM peak period Figures 30 and 31. At AM peak period with 10% reduction
(Level 1) of free flow speed it was observed to have 1,057 congested links, which was 53 % of
all congested links for that time period and with reduction by 30% (Level 1 to Level 3) of free
flow speed it was observed to have 90% of all congested links for that time period. At MD peak
period with 10% reduction (Level 1) of free flow speed it was observed to have 1,144 congested
links, which was 55 % of all congested links for that time period and with reduction by 30%
(Level 1 to Level 3) of free flow speed it was observed to have 93% of all congested links for
that time period. At PM peak period with 10% reduction (Level 1) of free flow speed it was
observed to have 1,062 congested links, which was 50 % of all congested links for that time
period and with reduction by 30% (Level 1 to Level 3) of free flow speed it was observed to
have 90% of all congested links for that time period.
Analyzing congested lane miles at AM peak period with 10% reduction (Level 1) of free
flow speed it was observed to have 5,396 congested lane miles, which was 57 % of all congested
lane miles for that time period and with reduction by 30% (Level 1 to Level 3) of free flow speed
it was observed to have 91% of all congested lane miles for that time period. At MD peak period
with 10% reduction (Level 1) of free flow speed it was observed to have 5,669 congested lane
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miles, which was 60% of all congested lane miles for that time period and with reduction by 30%
(Level 1 to Level 3) of free flow speed it was observed to have 94% of all congested lane miles
for that time period. At PM peak period with 10% reduction (Level 1) of free flow speed it was
observed to have 5,709 congested lane miles, which was 57% of all congested links for that time
period and with reduction by 30% (Level 1 to Level 3) of free flow speed it was observed to
have 94% of all congested links for that time period.
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FIGURE 26 Number of Congested Links at AM Peak Period, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 27 Congested Lane Miles at AM Peak Period, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 28 Number of Congested Links at MD Peak Period, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 29 Congested Lane Miles at MD Peak Period, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 30 Number of Congested Links at PM Peak Period, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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FIGURE 31 Congested Lane Miles at PM Peak Period, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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Conclusions
CLM tool can be useful to estimate congestion levels of given transportation
network links by time of day. From analysis it was found that around 50% of all congested links
for all time of day had average link speed only 10% less than the free flow speed and only on
around 10% of all congested links had speed reduction greater than 30% of their free flow speed.
The tool can assist decision makers by identification of congested network links by time of day
and by levels of congestion severity, thus prioritizing future improvement projects.
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CHAPTER 8: HOURS OF DELAY GIS TOOL (HOD)
A HOD tool was developed to estimate hours of delay for freight corridors of
transportation network.
HOD Tool Algorithm
HOD tool loads following tool inputs: transportation network with bi-directional travel
time and truck volume calculated using the previous developed LinkFPMs tool for the studied
time period (day/time of day) and a second transportation network with bi-directional free flow
travel time (In this study, the free flow travel time is assumed to be the link speed during offpeak period which is from 6 PM to 6 AM. First tool selects all network links that have
observations for both of the input networks. Next network links with average TT speed greater
than free flow TT are identified to have delay otherwise links are assigned to have no delay.
Finally hours of delay for links with delay are calculated by multiplying truck volume with TT
difference between preprocessed transportation network by time of day and preprocessed
transportation network for OP period.

FIGURE 32 HOD Tool
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HOD Input Steps
Step 1: Load transportation network to be analyzed
Step 2: Load transportation network with free flow travel times
Hours of Delay Performance Analysis
The proposed methodology was applied using preprocessed FAF network of State of TN
by time of day for selected week from June 9th to June 15th, 2014. Preprocessed FAF networks
at AM peak period had 2,995 links with 7,947 lane miles with calculated FPMs, at MD peak
period had 3,178 links with 8,216 lane miles, at PM peak period had 3,089 links with 8,050 lane
miles and at OP period 3,059 links with 8,308 lane miles. Analyzed transportation networks for
hours of delay were sorted in 9 groups, links with no delay, links with delay less than 0.25 hours,
links with delay between 0.25 and 0.50 hours, links with delay between 0.50 and 0.75 hours,
links with delay between 0.75 and 1 hours, links with delay between 1 and 2 hours, links with
delay between 2 and 3 hours, links with delay between 3 and 4 hours and links with delay greater
than 4 hours.
Average number of Links by Hours of Delay
HOD tool was used to estimate average number of network links with a range of delay in
hours by time of day. Results of analyzed transportation networks by time of day are presented in
Figure 33. At AM peak period it was observed to have 1,554 links with delay less than 0.25
hours which was 54% of all analyzed links for that time period, at MD period it was observed to
have 1,499 links (51%) and for PM peak period it was observed to have 1,573 links (54%).
Links with delay between 0.25 and 0.5 hours at AM peak period had 178 observations (6%), MD
peak period had 250 observations (8%) and PM peak period had 231 observations (8%). Links
with delay between 0.5 and 0.75 hours at AM peak period had 70 observations (2%), MD peak
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period had 101 observations (3%) and PM peak period had 116 observations (4%). Links with
delay between 0.75 and 1 hour at AM peak period had 53 observations (2%), MD peak period
had 77 observations (3%) and PM peak period had 47 observations (4%). Links with delay
between 1 and 2 hours at AM peak period had 94 observations (3%), MD peak period had 126
observations (4%) and PM peak period had 102 observations (4%). Links with delay between 2
and 3 hours at AM peak period had 28 observations (1%), MD peak period had 50 observations
(2%) and PM peak period had 43 observations (1%). Links with delay between 3 and 4 hours at
AM peak period had 10 observations (0.3%), MD peak period had 27 observations (1%) and PM
peak period had 24 observations (1%). Links with delay greater than 4 hours at AM peak period
had 21 observations (1%), MD peak period had 70 observations (2%) and PM peak period had
43 observations (1%).
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FIGURE 33 Hours of Delay of Network Links, June 9th to June 15th, 2014
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Conclusions
HOD tool can be useful to estimate delay in hours for given transportation
network links by time of day. From analysis it was found that around 52% of all analyzed links
for time of day had delay less than 0.25 hours. The tool can assist decision makers by
identification of network links with delay and assess the overall transportation network flow
efficiency by time of day.
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CHAPTER 9: SUMMARY
The scope of this study was twofold: first algorithms and tools were developed that
would process truck GPS data, second an examination of tool application was performed over
transportation networks, freight corridors, traffic analysis zones and truck rest areas. Developed
algorithm LinkFPMs processes truck GPS data and calculates FPMs for the given transportation
network and freight corridors. TripFPMs algorithm processes truck GPS data and calculates
FPMs for given traffic analyzes zones in order to identify truck trip patterns. TruckPark
algorithm processes truck GPS data for given truck rest area polygon network and calculates
hourly truck occupancy. CLM algorithm processes evaluated transportation networks for time of
day and calculates congested lane miles. HOD algorithm evaluated transportation networks for
time of day and calculates hours of delay.
Algorithm accuracy can be improved by improving input information regarding truck
GPS data, additional information regarding when trucks are stopping for rest, to fill up gas and
pick-up/drop-locations would greatly beneficial.
For the future research proposed algorithms should be tested with field observations and
surveys in order to evaluate algorithm accuracy. In addition tool accuracy could be justified and
tested using crash, construction and climate data for time of day at selected freight corridor.
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